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专八考试作文冲刺试题（4） 二、社会焦点篇 Topic 5 Internet

slang terms such as “dinosaurs"，for ugly women,and “PK"，for

competition ,are now forbidden in Shanghais official documents,

news broadcasts and text- boohs. The public hold different views on

the regulation. What is your opinion? Write an essay of about 400

words on the following topic ： Should We Ban Internet Slang in

News and Formal Documents? In the first part of your essay you

should state clearly -your main argument，and in the second part

you should support your argument with appropriate details. In the

last part you should bring what you have written to a natural

conclusion or make a summary. Marks will be awarded for content

，organization，grammar and appropriateness. Failure to follow the

above instructions may result in a loss of marks. 范文呈现Should

We Ban Internet Slang in News and Formal Documents? Nowadays

，we frequently read the words in the newspapers,magazines or on

the Internet, like "PK" dinosaurs" and so on. These are all Internet

slang terms. Whether to allow or forbid these terms in news and

formal documents has become a hot topic as the ban is introduced in

Shanghai. The public holds different views on the regulation. From

where I stand，as the inevitable result of social development

，Internet slang should not be banned in news and formal

documents. Firstly, many Internet slang terms are widely spread and



commonly used among young people. Since we can find them used

here and there, there are good reasons for them to exist in our

language. Indeed, Internet slang terms tend to be short, simple, and

catchy, so it is easy to think and use them to express our meanings.

Even a little child can understand,remember and speak a few of those

words. Moreover, with the dramatic increase of netizens and rapid

expansion of cyber-communities，the language they use has formed

such an influential force in real life that many people，especially the

youth， think it fashionable to talk with some Net terms. As Internet

slang is taking root in our language, it is not really possible to forbid

its use completely. Secondly，there is no need to stop using new

words created online. Some Internet words,such as “download“ , 

“link "and" homepage"，are now used regularly. There is nothing

wrong with them. Society is always changing,and language needs to

keep up. Chinese should be able to absorb new words that are useful

for speakers. In addition, the newspapers should tell people whats

going on in real life. Though coming from virtual world, Internet

slang largely derives from real communications between people,

reflecting their true thoughts and serving their actual needs of

expression. Then，why cant it be used in the news? Hence, it is not

necessary to ban the Internet slang in the newspapers and formal

documents. In addition, it is not practical to enforce the ban. How

would the local authorities monitor the media efficiently and

effectively? How should the government punish those who break the

regulation? There are scores of newspapers and magazines and

millions of formal documents produced every day in a big city.



Supervising the use of language in all of them is too time-consuming

and expensive, if not impossible. Why not save the energy for

something that is more crucial to peoples life? Of course，misuse or

too much use of Internet slang in news arid formal documents could

bring a number of problems. However, the above discussion

indicates that we should not and could not forbid its use totally. The

better course of action is to be more careful when using them as we

are with the choice of other words, considering its particular feature
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